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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the key questions of vector optimization theory is to investigate 
the structure of efficient point sets. Among the topological properties of 
these sets the connectedness and contractibility are of interest as they 
provide a possibility of continuous moving from one optimal solution to 
any other along optimal alternatives only, and they have a close relation to 
the fixed point property that is a useful argument in economic equilibrium 
theory (see [ 1, 21 and there cited references). Motivated by this in [2] the 
structure of the sets of points which are efficient with respect to cones has 
been studied for some classes of convex sets. Several topological properties 
as closedness, compactness, contractibility, etc., have been obtained, 
although the research has been carried out in the space of outcomes rather 
than in the space of alternatives. In [ 11 the author has pointed out his 
investigation in the space of alternatives for quasiconcave maximization 
problems, only the preference orders are assumed to be defined by the non- 
negative orthant of the space. As noted in [ 1 ] the connectivity results for 
quasiconcave criteria do not extend to more general preference order. 
However, they may be expected under a modified quasiconcavity 
assumption. In the present paper we shall establish the connectedness of 
the set of weakly efficient alternatives for cone-quasiconcave criteria and 
the contractibility of the set of efficient alternatives for the strictly cone- 
quasiconcave case under a weakened assumption on the compactness of the 
upper level sets. The results then will be carried into the space of outcomes. 
Suppose that X is a nonempty closed convex set in the n-dimensional 
Euclidean space R", C is a pointed closed convex cone in R" with a non- 
empty interior int C andf is a map from X into R”. We say that x E X is an 
efficient alternative (with respect to C) if there is no y E X such that 
f(Y) -.f(-u) E c, I”(,) it.I’(X)> 
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and x is a weakly efficient alternative if there is no ye X such that 
f(y)-j(x)Eint C. 
E(X,f) (resp. WE(X,f)) will denote the set of efficient (resp. weakly 
efficient) alternative. The image of an alternative under f will be called 
outcome. 
Further, for two arbitrary points a and b of R” we denote a A b the 
greatest lower bound of a and b in the order generated by C, i.e., it consists 
ofpoints~ER~satisfyinga,bEc+Candifa,bEd+CforsomedEc+C 
then d= c. 
Remark 1. If C is a polyhedral cone generated by m linearly indepen- 
dent vectors, then a A b is a single point. 
DEFINITION 1. f is said to be C-quasiconcave (resp. strictly C-quasicon- 
cave)onXifforeachx,yEX,x#yand;I,O<A<l wehave 
f(Ax+(l +A)y)Ea+C 
(resp.f(ix+(l -A)y)Ea+int C) for all aEf‘(x) r\f(y). 
DEFINITION 2. f is said to be C-continuous at x E X if for any 
neighbourhood V off(x) in R”, there exists a neighbourhood U of x in R” 
such thatf(y)E V-C for all ye UnX. 
Remark 2. When C is the nonnegative orthant R”, of R”, the 
C-quasiconcavity (resp. strict C-quasiconcavity) of f means that 
f(x) = (fl(x),..., f,(x)) where f, ,...,f,,, are quasiconcave (resp. strictly 
quasiconcave) functions on X. 
Remark 3. If f is C-concave, i.e., for each x, y E X and A, 0 6 i < 1, 
f(Ax+(l-A)y)~Aj(x)+(l +A)f(y)+C, thenfwill be C-quasiconcave. 
2. CONNECTEDNESS 
Let A be a subset of R” and E(A) = E(A, id), WE(A) = WE(A, id) where 
id stands for the identity map. In studying vector optimization problems 
several scalar representations of E(A) and WE(A) have been used, for 
scalar problems possess many advantages in developing theory as well as 
algorithms of computing optimal solutions. In this section we need some 
lemmas concerning the representation proposed in [3]. 
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LEMMA 1. Assume A c int C. Then .Y E WE(A) if‘und onI)> if‘ there c.uist.s 
t > 0 such that (s, t) is a solution to the problem P,,(q): 
max t 
s.t. .Y E tq + c, 
SEA, t>O 
for some q E C, q # 0. 
Proof: It is easy to see that if XE WE(A) then (x, 1) is a solution to 
problem P,(x). Now let (x, t) be a solution to P,(q) for q E C, q # 0 and 
suppose to the contrary that x$ WE(A). We would find y E A with 
y E x + int C, hence there would exist t’ > t so that y E t’q + C and (x, r) 
would not be a solution to P,(q). The proof is completed. 
LEMMA 2. Assume A c C. Then x E E(A) if and only if there exists t 3 0 
such that (x, t) is a unique solution to P,(q) for some q E C, q # 0. 
Proqf: If x E E(A), x # 0, then it is clear that (x, 1) is a unique solution 
to P,(x). If x = 0, then (x, 0) is a unique solution to P,(q) for any qE C, 
q # 0. In this case A = {O}. Now, assume that (x, t) is a unique solution to 
P,,(q), q E C, q #O. If x$ E(A), there would be y EA such that y EX + C, 
I’# x. Since x E tq + C we have YE tq + C and hence (y, t) is another 
solution to P,(q). The contradiction completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that fis C-continuous C-quasiconcave on X. Then the 
set of‘points (x, t) E Xx R’ Mlhich are solutions to the problem P(q, p): 
max t 
s.t. ,f’(x) E p + tq + c, 
XEX, t>o 
is a closed convex set, where q is a,fixed nonzero vector of C and p is a.fixed 
vector qf R”. 
Proof: Denote the set of solutions to the above problem by Q(q, p). If 
it is empty, there is nothing to prove, so assume that Q(q, p) is nonempty. 
For the closedness, let (x,, tk) E Q(q, p) and lim(x,, tk) = (x,, to) E Xx R’. 
First, we prove that f(xO) E p + toq + C. Indeed, if it was not true, there 
would exist neighborhoods U of f(x,) and V of p + toq in R” such that 
(U- C) n ( I’+ C) = 0. By the C-continuity assumption f(xk) E U - C 
for k sufficiently large. This would contradict the fact that 
,flxk) E p + tkq + C G I’+ C for k large. Observe that t, = t, for all k, hence 
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(x,, to)e Q(q, p) and the closedness is established. For the convexity, let 
(x, t,) and (y, t) be in Q(q, p). It is evident that t, = t. By the C-quasicon- 
cavity assumption, 
,f’(k+(l -jti)y)Ea+C for a E.f(-X) A .f( Y) and A, O<A<l. 
Since f‘(x), f(y) E p + tq + C, there is a Ed’ A f(y) such that a~ 
p+tq+C and consequently ,j(Ax + (1 - 3”) y) E p + tq + C. Thus 
(Ax + ( I - A) y, t) E Q( q, p) and the proof is completed. 
LEMMA 4. [fin addition to the assumptions of Lemma 3, we require f to 
he strictly C-quasiconcave on X, then Q(q, p) is a single point brhenever it is 
nonempty. 
Proqf: If (x, t) and ( y, t) are solutions to P(q, p), .y # y, then from the 
strict C-quasiconcavity off it follows that ,f((x + y)/2) E p + tq + int C. The 
latter relation yields the existence of t’ > t so that 
contradicting the fact that t is the optimal value of P(q, p) and the lemma 
is proved. 
Denote C, = jq E C: 11q11 = 1) and for a fixed p E R”’ define a set-valued 
map F from C, into Xx R’ by the following formula: 
F(q)= {(x, t)~Xx R’: (x, t)EQ(q, p);.. 
Before going further we recall that F is said to be upper semicontinuous 
on C,, if for each q. E C,, each neighborhood U x V of F(q,) in Xx R’, 
there is a neighborhood W of qO in C, such that qE W implies 
F(q) c U x V. We remember also that a set A c R” is said to be connected if 
there are no open sets U and V in R” such that A G U u V, A n U # 0, 
AnV#@andAnUnV=(2(. 
LEMMA 5. If WE( {x E X: ,f(x) E p + C}, j’) is compact and , f  is C-con- 
tinuous then F is upper semicontinuous on C,,. 
Proqf If the upper semicontinuity does not hold at q, E C, then one 
can find a sequence jqk), qkEC,,, limq,=q,,, a sequence j(x,,t,)f, 
(3ck, t,) E F(q,) and a neighborhood U x V of F(q,) in Xx R’ such that 
(x,, tk) $ U x V. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that the 
closure of U x V is compact, lim xk = x0 and lim t, = to. Let to be the 
optimal value of P(q,, p), then to = t”. Indeed, in virtue of the compactness 
assumption both to and to are finite. If to < to, there would be a positive c 
and an integer k, such that to< t, --E for k > k,. This together with 
lim yA = q,, yields the existence of k, > k,, such that t,q, E t”qo + c‘ for 
k 3 k,, contradicting the optimal value of P(q,,, p). Similarly, t” may not 
be greater than t,,, hence they are equal to each other. By the C-continuity 
of ,fi ,~‘(.Y,~)E p + t,,q + C. Consequently (.Y~,, t,,)~ F(q,,) and (x,, rk) must 
belong to U x V for k large enough. The contradiction completes the proof. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose thut A, s A,, , und A, ure connected sets, k = l,... 
Then lJk A, is connected. 
Proof: The lemma is immediate from the definition of the connected- 
ness. 
THEOREM 1. A.ssume thut ,f is C-continuous C-quasiconcave on X und 
WE(j.u~X:.f(x)~p+C),f) is cornpactforeuchpE R”. Then WE(X,f) is 
a nonempty closed connected set. 
ProqJ: Let .Y E X, then WE(f‘(X) n (,1‘(x) + C)) # @. Moreover this set 
belongs to,f( WE(X, ,f’)) therefore WE(X, f) is nonempty. The closedness is 
obvious as X is closed and f‘is C-continuous. Now, for the connectedness 
let eEint C and set pfi = -ke, X, = {.YEX:~‘(S)E~~~, + C}, k> 1 and 
po=O. It is clear that WE(X,f)= tJk WE(X,,f’) and WE(X,,f)z 
WE(X,+,,. f), k = 1,2,... By Lemma 6 to finish the proof it suffices to show 
that WE(X,, ,f‘) is connected. Observe first that X, is closed and convex. 
Define the map FA : C,, + X, x R’ as follows: 
F,(q) = ((x, t)E X, x R’: (x, t) E Q(q, p,)}. 
Apply Lemma 5 to get the upper semicontinuity of FL on C,. Moreover, by 
Lemma 3, F,(q) is closed and convex, hence connected. The connectedness 
of F,(C,) is derived by Theorem 3.1 in [ 11. Consequently A, = 
{xEX~: (x, t)EFk(C,)} 1s connected, so is WE(X,, ,f’) because of Lemma 1. 
The proof is completed. 
LEMMA 7. If WE(f(X) n (p + C)) is compact, then the map G: Co -+ R” 
defined bq’ the ,jbrmulu 
G(q) = {f’(x): (x, t) EF(q) for some f 20} 
is upper semicontinuous on C,. 
ProqJ: If G is not upper semicontinuous at q E C,, then there exist a 
neighborhood V of G(q) in R”, a sequence {qk}, qk E C,,, lim qk = q and a 
sequence (x,, tk) E F(q,) such that f(xk) $ V for each k. By the compactness 
assumption we may assume that lim tk = 1 and lim f(xk) = f(x) for some 
x E X. As C is closed, f (x) E p + tq + C. Moreover, it is obvious that t is the 
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optimal value of P(q, p), consequently (x, t) E F(q), and f(x) E G(q) E V 
contradicting f(xk) $ I/ for every k. The proof is completed. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that ,f is continuous C-quasiconcave on X and 
WE(f(X) A (p+ C)) is compact for each PER”, then ,f(WE(X, ,f)) is a 
nonempty closed connected set. 
Proof: The nonemptiness and closedness are obvious. The proof of the 
connectedness is similar to that of Theorem 1 by using map G instead of F 
and observing that G(q) = (f(x): (x, t) E F(q)} therefore G(q) is connected 
as the image of a connected set under a continuous map. 
Remark 2. The assumptions of Theorems 1 and 2 are not derived from 
each other, neither are these theorems. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X = {(x,, x2) E R2: 0 < X, < 1, 0 d x2 < 1) and 
f: X+ R* defined by the formula 
f((x,,.~~))=x, if x,#(l, I), x,/(1, 1) and 
.f((l> 11, (1, 1 )I = (0, 2). 
We see that for C= R: Theorem 1 holds meanwhilef‘(WE(X, ,f)) =.f(X) is 
disconnected. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X be the convex hull of the following sets: 
{(.x,,O,O)ER~:X, >O}, ((x,,O, ~)ER~:.x, a-o}, {(x,, l,O)~R~:x,>,0}, 
{(x,, sin 2 Pkrc, cos 2 ‘rc) E R’: x, > k}, k = 2, 3 ,... Let ,f be a projection: 
A’-+ R2 defined as follows: ,f((x,, .Y?, x3)) = (.Y?, .y3) and C= R’, . In this 
case Theorem 2 holds, however, 
where 
A, = ((x,, x2, .x3) E R’: x-, 3 k, (x2, x3) E [sin 2Pk7c, cos 2 “rr] j, 
B= {(xl, ~2, x3) E R3: x, 3 0, x2 = 0, x3 = 1 }, 
i.e., WE(X, f‘) is disconnected. 
Remark 3. Example 1 also shows that without the continuity of f 
Theorem 2 is not always true. 
Remark 4. The compactness assumption on the level sets proposed in 
[ 1 ] implies the compactness assumption on Theorem 1 but the inverse is 
not true even when f is continuous. 
EXAMPLLI 3. Let X= ((.Y,, x,)~R’:Ob.u,d I,.\-, 3 1 ), and f’((s,, .I-?)) 
= ( 1 /s, + x,, 1i.u I + .Y? - 1 ). It is clear that,f’is continuous R’+ -quasiconcave 
on X and Theorem 1 holds although the level sets are not compact. 
LEMMA 8. Jf' WE(,f(X) n ( p + C’)) : IS nonempt~~ compuct and j is C-con- 
tinuous .rtrictly C-quusiconcoce on X. then F und G are continuous single 
maps on C,,. 
Proof: Lemma 4 ensures the singleness of F and G. For the continuity 
of F suppose to the contrary that there are a sequence jqk), qr EC, 
lim qk = q. and a neighbourhood U x V of F(q,) in Xx R’ such that 
F(q,,) 4 U x V. Let (.u,, tk) = F(q,), we may assume that lim f’(xk) =J‘(.Y~,) 
for some .Y” E X and lim t, = lo. It also is easy to see that t, is the optimal 
value of P(q,,, p), hence (u,,, lo) E Q(q,, p). Further, as xk $ U we may find 
a sequence { .r, i with j-J E X, J, = E.,.u,, + ( 1 ~ i,) sk, and lim .I’, = ~3” # x,~. By 
the C-continuity of f’we have f’( yo) E p + t,,~ + C, hence ( yO, to) E Q(qO, p) 
contradicting the uniqueness of F(q,). The continuity of G is derived at 
once by Lemma 7. 
LEMMA 9. Under the assumptions af Lemma 5 and if ,f is strictI)’ 
C-quasiconcave on X, then F is a single continuous map on C,. 
Proof: This is a direct corollary of Lemmas 5 and 4. 
THEOREM 3. Assume thut f is C-continuous .strictly C-quasiconcaoe on X 
and one of the ,following conditions holds: 
(i) E( {x E X: f(x) E p + C}, f) is compact ,fOr each p E R”‘, 
(ii) E( f( X) n ( p + C)) is compact ,fiw each p E R”‘. 
Then E(X, f) is a nonempty closed connected set. 
Proof: The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 by using Lemmas 8 
and 9 instead of Lemma 5, so we omit it. 
COROLLARY 1. Lf the assumptions af Theorem 2 holds and if J’ is 
continuous, then ,f (E( X, ,f‘)) is a nonempty closed set. 
Proof This is immediate from Theorem 3. 
3. RETRACTION AND CONTRACTIBILITY 
We remember that a subset BG A is said to be a retract of A if there 
exists a continuous map h, called retraction, from A into B such that 
h(x) = .Y whenever x E B. A set A is said to be contractible if there exists a 
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continuous map H(x, t): A x [0, l] -+ A such that H(x, 1) =x and 
H(x, 0) = x0 for every x and some x0 E A. 
In this section we assume that fis continuous strictly C-quasiconcave on 
X and E(P(X) n (p + C)) is compact for each p E R”. 
THEOREM 4. E(X, f) (rep. f(E(X, f)) is a retract of X (resp. f(X)). 
Proof. Our aim is construct a retraction h: X + E(X, J’). Let e be a 
fixed vector from int C and let x E X. Consider the following problem P(x): 
max t 
s.t. f(y)Ef(x)+te+C, 
YEX, t30. 
This problem has a solution which is unique by Lemma 4. Denoting it by 
(x*, t*) and setting h(x) = x* we have h(x) =x for each XE E(X, f). 
Moreover, h is continuous on X. Indeed, suppose xk E X, lim xx =x0, 
h(xk) = .Y: and (x:, tt) solves P(xI,), k = 0, l,... . 
Without loss of generality it may be assumed that lim tt = tb, 
lim ,f(xk*) = ,f(x;) for some x; E X. 
By a similar way used in the proof of Theorem 1, it can be established 
that tb = tt and as f is continuous, x$ is unique we have xz = xb. Now if 
lim xz #x,*, then there would be a subsequence {XL,}, XL, E C-u,*, xz,] such 
that the subsequence has a limit point, say z, which is different from xz. It 
is evident that (z, t$) is a solution to P(x,) contradicting the uniqueness 
of x0*. 
A retraction from f(X) into ,f(E(X, .f)) may be constructed by a similar 
way. The proof is completed. 
Remark 5. It is not difficult to construct an example where f is con- 
tinuous C-quasiconcave on X, but WE(X, f‘) and E(X, ,f) are not retracts 
of x. 
THEOREM 5. E(X, f) is homeomorphic to f(E(X, f)). 
Proof: We prove that the restriction of ,f on E(X, f) is a 
homeomorphism between E(X, ,f) and f(E(X,f)). For let ycf(E(X, f)), 
then there is x E E(X, f) so that f(x) = y. This x is unique because if there 
was z~E(x,f), zfx and f(z)=~ then f((x+z)/2)Ef(x)+int C con- 
tradicting x~E(x,f). Set g(y) =x to get a map from f(E(X,f)) into 
E(X, f ). It can be verified direct that g is continuous on f(E(X, f)) and 
f. g and g. f are identity maps on f(E(X, f)) and E(X, f), respectively. 
The proof is completed. 
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COROLLARY 2. E( A’, ,f’) unc/,f( E( X, ,I’)) cm contractible. 
Prmj: This result is immediate from Theorems 4 and 5 and the fact 
that X is convex. hence contractible. 
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